Infor Chemicals

Create a better formula for
manufacturing success
Prepare for today’s fast-paced
business environment
From fluctuating commodity prices and growing price
sensitivities, to preparing for quality and recall audits—chemical
manufacturers like you can't afford to rely on an outdated,
generic, or poorly integrated enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system. Yet, that’s exactly what’s happening.
A Gatepoint research survey shows that many chemical
manufacturing executives feel their ERP systems aren't
powerful enough for today's business needs.1

Is your ERP system holding you back?
The results of Gatepoint’s research survey showed that the
top chemical manufacturing challenges include:
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Are you getting what you want from your ERP system?
The survey results also showed that the ERP tools and features
chemical executives want are:
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Make your ERP work for you
Keeping up with customer demands, while ensuring safety and compliance with regulatory mandates,
can’t be accomplished if you’re playing catch-up. Here’s how to use these ERP tools:

Business intelligence
Get early warnings with pre-defined alerts on your raw materials
supply and equipment needs.

Planning and scheduling
Find a problem, isolate it, analyze it, and identify a solution before it
creates a bottleneck.

User experience
Make data accessible with visual interfaces, charts, graphs, and
customized reports.

Mobile access
Keep your employees connected everywhere—whether they’re in
the plant or out on sales calls.

Improve the way you work
Infor Chemicals is a comprehensive solution designed to solve your unique challenges.
It offers a new, modern user interface; collaboration tools; and a beautiful user
experience—without the need for customizations. Plus, Infor Chemicals gives you
industry-specific analytics that provide deeper insights into all aspects of your
business, so you can improve your planning and scheduling.
For more information about how Infor Chemicals is helping manufacturers like
you improve the way you work, visit infor.com/chemicals
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